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(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLOOSTERMAN at the meeting of February 23, 1963) 
1. Introduction. It was shown in [l] that the class 'Il of all ex-com-
plete, ex-distributive Boolean algebras is closed under the formation of 
free products. This result was proved using special properties of ex-
distributive Boolean algebras. The purpose of this paper is to establish 
a theorem on the existence of free products in fairly general classes of 
abstract algebras. The main result (Theorem 3.5) can be specialized to 
obtain the existence of free products in 'I) very simply. 
(1.1) Definition. Let 21: be a class of abstract algebras of the same 
type f. Suppose that {Awlw E .Q} is a subset of 21:. A system (A; iw)coe!J 
consisting of an algebra A E 21: and a family of monomorphisms i"' : A"'-+ A 
is called a free 21:-product of the sets {Awlw E .Q} if the following extension 
property is satisfied. 
(E) If {hwlw E .Q} is a set of homomorphisms h :A"'-+ B, where 
B E 21:, then there is a unique homomorphism h : A -+ B such that 
hw=h 0 i"' for all w. 
This notion of free 21:-product is essentially equivalent to a concept 
introduced by SIKORSKI in [4]. Sikorski proves that free 21:-products of 
subsets of 21: exist, provided 21: is closed under homomorphisms, contains 
sufficiently large free algebras, and the algebras in a subset of 21: can be 
imbedded in a common algebra of 21:. In [l] it is shown that if 21: is closed 
under isomorphism, subalgebra, and direct union, then a subset {Awlw ED} 
of 21: has a free 21:-product, provided all the algebras A"' can be imbedded 
in a common algebra of 21:. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to verify 
this condition of common imbeddability. The major part of [l] is devoted 
to the proof that it holds for the class 'Il of all ex-distributive Boolean 
algebras. The approach in this paper is quite different. Roughly speaking, 
the free product of a set of algebras is obtained as the direct limit of 
of free products of "small" sets of "small" subalgebras. This procedure 
is a modification of a method introduced by Dr. G. C. Hewitt in her 
doctoral dissertation (unpublished). 
1) The results reported in this paper were obtained while the author was a senior 
postdoctoral fellow of the National Science Foundation. 
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The notation and terminology of this paper are essentially the same 
as in [1 ]. 
2. Universal classes. Throughout the remainder of the paper, a 
number of conventions and hypotheses will be in effect. 
(2.1) Standing assumptions. 
(a) IX is an infinite, regular cardinal number. 
(b) f=(fo, h, ... , £~, ... )~<z is a type with f~<IX for all ~<r. 
(c) $!(is a class of abstract algebras, all of type£, such that$!( is closed 
under isomorphism and subalgebra: 
A'""' BE$!( implies A E $!(; 
A C B E $!(, A a subalgebra of B implies A E $!f. 
If A is an algebra of type f and X is a subset of A, then the smallest 
subalgebra of A containing X is denoted by [X], and is called the sub-
algebra generated by X. The algebra A is said to by IX-generated if there 
exists XC A with lXI <IX such that A= [X]. 
For an algebra A, denote by S .. (A) the family of all IX-generated sub-
algebras of A. More generally, if Sf is any class of algebras, let 
s .. (Sf)= U{S .. (A)IA Est}. 
(2.2) Definition. Let the conditions of 2.1 hold. The class $!( is 
called IX-universal if for every algebra A of type £, 
S .. (A) c $!( implies A Em. 
Examples of IX-universal classes of algebras are common, because of 
the following simple observation. 
(2.3) Proposition. Let f/J be a set of open formulas of the language 
of type f (allowing formulas of infinite length) such that the number of 
variables occurring in each formula of f/J is less than IX. Let $!(be the class 
of all algebras of type f which are models of all the formulas of r:t>. Then 
$!( is an IX-universal class. 
Proof. Clearly, $!( is closed under isomorphism. Since the formulas 
of f/J are open, $!(is also closed under subalgebra. Moreover, the condition 
that no formula of f/J contains as many as IX variables clearly implies that 
an algebra of type f belongs to $!( if and only if all of its IX-generated 
subalgebras are in m. 
It is possible to show that conversely every IX-universal class $!( is the 
class of all models of a set f/J of open formulas of the sort described in 2.3. 
This result is not needed here, so it is omitted (see [6]). 
It follows from 2.3 that every equationally definable class of algebras 
of type f is IX-universal, where IX is the smallest regular cardinal number 
excoeding fe for all ~ < r. 1\:Iore general examples exist however. 
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(2.4) Example. Let SD be the class of all !5-distributive Boolean 
algebras, where !5 is any infinite cardinal number. Then 'Il consists of all 
models of the open formulas which define b-complete Boolean algebras, 
together with the infinite open formula (see [3] for example) 
( (1\TJ< 6 UTJQo('il = 0) & ... & (!\< 0UTJe;(TJ) = 0) & ... )~< 2o =>-
1\<0 (uTJl VUTJ2 ) = 0, 
where eo, ... e~, is an enumeration of 26• Since the number of variables 
in this expression is 2!5 = b < b +, it follows that 'Il is a b +-universal 
class 1 ). 
Two results on <X-universal classes of algebras are needed. A system 
{Bwlw E .Q} of subalgebras of an algebra A is called <X-directed if whenever 
r c .Q and I Fl < "'· there exists w E .Q such that By c Bw for all y E r. 
Since f~<"' for all~. it is easily shown that if {Bwlw E .Q} is <X-directed, then 
uwe.QBw is a subalgebra of A. If the <X-directed system { Bw lw E .Q} satisfies 
Uwe.aBw =A, then this system is said to be <X-cofinal in A. 
(2.5) Lemma. Let 2{ be an <X-universal class of algebras of type f. 
Suppose that A is an algebra of type f, and {Bwlw E .Q} is an <X-cofinal 
system of subalgebras of A, such that Bw E 2{ for all wE .Q. Then A E 2{. 
Proof. If XC A and lXI <<X, then there exists wE .Q such that 
XC Bw, since {Bwlw E .Q} is <X-directed and UwenBw =A. Consequently, 
[X] C Bw E 2{ and [X] E 2{. This shows that every <X-generated sub-
algebra of A is in 2{, Since 2{ is <X-universal, A E 2{, 
(2.6) Lemma. Let 2{ be an <X-universal class of algebras of type f. 
Let A be a partially ordered set which is <X-directed (that is, every subset of 
cardinality less than"' has an upper bound inA). Suppose that{A.;IAEA}C2l 
is given, together with a family of monomorphisms {rTA.uiA, p, E A, A ~p,}, 
satisfying gJ..u : AJ.-+ A.u, gJ.J. =identity on AA> g.u• o UJ..u=UJ.. for A~ p, ~ v. 
Then there is an algebra A E 2{ and a family {gJ.IA E A} of monomorphisms 
gJ.: AJ.-+ A such that U.u o UJ..u=U;. for A~p,, and U;.eA gJ.(A;.)=A. 
Proof.. Let B= Il;.eAA;.jf"'o.J, where IIJ.eAA;. is the direct union of all 
the algebras A;., and f"'o.J is the congruence relation defined by ( ... x;. ... ) f"'o.J 
f"'o.J ( ... YJ. ... ) if there exists p, E A such that X;.=Y;. for A;;;;,p,. (The fact 
that f"'o.J is a congruence relation on Il;.eAA;. is easily proved using the 
assumptions that f;<:"' for all~ <r, and A is <X-directed.) Define g;. :A;. -+B 
by 
g;.(x)=congruence class of( ... ~.u ... ), 
where x.u=U;..u(x) if p,;;;;,;., and x.u is arbitrary otherwise. By the definition 
of f"'o.J' the arbitrary choice of x1, for p, ~;., does not effect the definition 
of g;.(x). It is easy to see that g;. is a homomorphism of A;. into B. If x=J=-y 
1) This result is due to SIKORSKI (see [5], 1.3). 
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in A.., then gA!J(x)i=g'-~A(y) for all p,~A.. Therefore, g).(x)i=g'-(y). It is clear 
that if A.~p,, then gPo gA!J=g).. Since A is IX-directed, it follows that 
{g'-(A'-)IA. E A} is an IX-directed system of subalgebras of B. Thus, 
A= U).eAg).(A).) is a subalgebra of B. Moreover, A E Ill by 2.5. Therefore, 
A is an algebra which, together with the monomorphisms g'-, satisfies 
the stated conditions. 
3. Injective completeness. One more property is needed to obtain 
the desired results on free products. 
(3.1) Definition. Let Sf be a class of algebras of type f. Suppose 
that S is an algebra of type f (not necessarily in Sf). Then S is called 
Sf-injective 1) provided it satisfies the following condition: if k : A --+ B 
is a monomorphism with A and Bin Sf, and h : A --+ Sis a homomorphism, 
then there is a homomorphism g : B --+ S such that h = g o k. 
(3.2) Definition. Let Ill be a class of algebras of type f. Then Ill 
is called IX-injectively complete if Ill is IX-universal (in particular, closed 
under isomorphism and subalgebra) and there exists S E Ill such that 
(i) S is S,.(lll)-injective, and 
(ii) every algebra of S,.(lll) admits a homomorphism into S; moreover, 
if x and y are distinct elements of A E S,.(lll), then there exists 
a homomorphism h: A --+8 such that h(x)i=h(y). 
(3.3) Example. LetS) be the class of all !5-complete, !5-distributive 
Boolean algebras. Let A E SH(S)), say A= [{a~l~<!5}]. Then A is atomic 
and the atoms of A are exactly the non-zero elements of the form /\~db~, 
where for each ~ < !5, b~ is either a~ or a/ (see [5], 1.2). Suppose that h 
is a homomorphism of A onto the two element Boolean algebra 2. Define 
b;=a; if h(a;)=1 and b;=a~' if h(a~;)=O. Then a=/\;<6br; is an atom of A 
such that h(a) = 1. Thus his given by h(b) = 1 if a~ b and h(b) = 0 if a ~ b. 
From these remarks, it follows that 2 is SH('l:l)-injective, and the con-
dition (ii) of 3.2 is satisfied with S = 2. Since 'l:l is !5 +-universal by 2.4, 
this proves that 'l:l is !5 + -injectively complete. 
It is interesting to note that S) contains no algebras which are S)-
injective. To prove this fact, let X be a set of cardinality 26• Let B be 
the Boolean algebra of all subsets of X. Let 0 be the subalgebra of B 
consisting of all Y C X such that either I Yl ~ !5, or IX- Yl ~ !5. Then 
B E S) and 0 E S). Suppose that S E S) is S)-injective. Define h : 0--+ S 
by h(Y)=O if IYI~!5, h(Y)=1 if IX-Y1~!5. Then his a (!5-complete) 
homomorphism. Since S is supposed to be injective, this homomorphism 
can be extended to B. Let I be the kernel of such an extension. Since B 
is 2d-complete, !5-distributive, I is a !5-ideal, and BJI is !5-distributive, it 
follows that I is a 26-ideal (see [3], Corollary 6.5). If x EX, then {x} E I. 
1) This notion was first considered for BooLEAN algebras by !IALMOS (see [2]). 
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Therefore, X= U.,ex{x} E I, so that h(X) = 0. This contradiction shows 
that there are no ~-injective algebras in ~. 
(3.4) Lemma. Let ~be an £X-injectively complete class of algebras 
of type f. Let {Awlw E .Q} C S"'(~), {Byly E F} C S"'(~), F C .Q, By a sub-
algebra of Ay for y E F, and I.QI < iX. Suppose that (A; iw)weQ and (B; jy)yer 
are respectively free ~-products of {Awlw E.Q} and {ByiY E F}. Let 
ky : By--+ Ay be the inclusion mapping. Then there is a unique mono-
morphism g : B ___,.. A such that g 0 jy = iy 0 ky for all y E F. 
Proof. The existence of a unique homomorphism g : A --+ B such 
that g 0 jy = iy 0 ky for all y E F is a consequence of the definition of free 
products. It is only necessary to prove that g is one-to-one. Notice that 
[Uyeriy(By)]=B (see [1], 1.3). Therefore, BE Sa(~). Assume that xi=y 
in B. LetS E ~ be Sa(~)-injective, and such that there is a homomorphism 
h : B--+ S satisfying h(x) i=h(y). Each of the homomorphisms h o jy can 
be extended to a homomorphism IY : A1,--+ S, by the injective property 
of s. Moreover, if wE .Q- F, then there is a homomorphism lw : Aw ___,.. S, 
by 3.2 (ii). According to the definition of free products, there is a homo-
morphism I : A--+ S such that I o iw = lw for all wE .Q. In particular, 
I 0 g 0 jy=l 0 iy 0 ky=ly 0 ky=h 0 jl' for all y E F. Therefore, I 0 g=h. 
Since h(x)i=h(y), it follows that g(x)i=g(y). This proves that g is a mono-
morphism. 
(3.5) Theorem. Let ~be an £X-injectively complete class of algebras 
of type f. Suppose that every set sr c Sa(~) with I Stl < iX has a free product 
in ~. Then every subset of ~ has a free product in ~. 
Proof. Let {Awlw E .Q} be any subset of~. Let A= {A.} be an indexing 
set for the family of all systems 
sr.< = {By.<IY E F.:~}, FA c .Q with IF.<I < iX, By.< E S"'(A). 
Partially order A by defining 
A~fl if FA c Fp and By.< c Byp for all y E FA. 
It is clear from the regularity of iX that A is £X-directed by this ordering. 
By hypothesis, each of the sets St.< admits a free ~-product (B.<; iy.<)yer-<· 
By 3.4, if A.~ fl then there exists a monomorphism g"" : B.< --+ B" such that 
g"" o iy.< = i;." o ky;.p, where y E F;. and ky;.p is the injection of By;. into Byw 
By 2.6, there is an algebra A E ~ and a system of monomorphisms 
g;.: B;.--+ A such that g" o g;.p=g;. for A. ~fl and U;.eAg.:~(B.:~)=A. Notice 
that if y E FA and A,-;;_fl, then y E Fw Moreover, if X E By;., then X E Bl'P' and 
gp(iyp(x)) = gp(iyp o ky;.p(x)) = g"(g.:~" o iy;.(x)) = g;.(iy;.(x)). 
Consequently, it is possible to define a mapping of Ay into A by 
iy= U;.{g..t 0 iy;.IY E F;.} 
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(considering the mappings {/A o iy;. as sets of ordered pairs). It is clear 
that U;.{By;.[y E T;.}=Ay, so that iy is defined on all of Ay. Since A is 
oX-directed, it follows that iy is a homomorphism, and because iy;. and g;. are 
one-to-one, so is iy. Moreover, [Uye!.liy(Ay)] = [Uye!.l U;.{g;.(iy;.(By;.))[y E T;.}] = 
= [U;.eAUy{g;.(iy;.(By;.))[yET;.}] = [U;.eA!h([Uyer;.iy;.(By,;)])] = UJ.eAg,;(B,;) =A. 
It remains to prove that the extension property (E) of 1.1 is satisfied. 
Let {h., I w E .Q} be a system of homomorphisms h., : A., -+ C, where 
C E 2!. For A E A, y E T;., define hy,; = hy o ky,;, where k,, denotes the 
inclusion mapping By;. -+A. Since (B;.; iy.<)yerJ. is a free 2!-product, there 
is a unique homomorphism f,. : B;. -+ C such that hy.< = /;. o iy;. for ally ET;.. 
Since f"og;."oiy_.=f" o i;." o ky;.p=hyp o ky,;p=hy o kyp o ky,;p=hy o ky,;=hy;., 
it follows from the uniqueness property of the f;.'s that f" o g;.p = /;.. 
Because of this relation and the fact that A= U.<eA g;.(B,.), it is possible 
to define a mapping h : A -+ C by the condition 
h(g;.(x)) = !J.(x), x E BJ.. 
Indeed, if A?:.J-t and g;.(x)=g"(y), then g"(y)=gp(g;.p(x)). Therefore, since 
g" is one-to-one, y=g,;p(x) and f"(y) = f"(g,;p(x)) = f,(x). Using the fact that A 
is directed, it follows that his well defined. Moreover, an easy argument 
shows that h is a homomorphism. Let x E A 11 and choose A E A so that 
y E rl. Then (h 0 iy)(x)=h(gJ.(iy;.(x)))=/;.(iy;.(x))=hyJ.(X)=hy(4 Since X can 
be arbitrary, h o i11 =h11 • The uniqueness of h follows from the fact that 
[Uye!.liy(A11)]=A (see ~1], 1.3). 
(3.6) Corollary. Suppose that 2! is an £X-injectively complete class 
of algebras of type f which is closed under direct unions. Then every 
subset of 2! has a free. 2!-product. , 
Proof. By Theorem 1.5 of [1] and the theorem just established, it 
suffices to show that if {A.,[w E .Q} is ·a subset of S"(W), then there is an 
algebra BE 2! and a family {k.,[w E .Q} of monomorphisms k., :A.,-+ B. 
Let S E 2! satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.2; For each 
pair x, y of distinct elements of A.,; there is a homomorphism h of A., 
into S such that h(x)#h(y). From this observation it is easily seen that 
if B is a direct union of{3 copies of S, where {3~ [A.,.[2 for all wE .Q, then 
each A., can be imbedded in B. ' 
In case 2! is £X-injectively complete and closed under direct unions, the 
second paragraph of the proof of 3.5 can be omitted by. using Theorem 1.5 
of [1]. However, the ·extra work of this last part is worthwhile, since it 
gives a stronger theorem, and also· provides useful information about 
free 2!-products. The following generalization of 3.4 supports this claim. 
(3.7) Coropary. ~et 2! be £X-injectively complete and closedunder 
free 2!-products. Assume that {A.,[w E.Q} is a subset of m, and (A; i.,)we.Q 
is a free 2!-product of thi's set. Let r r;:, .Q and for each y E r, suppose 
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that By is a subalgebra of A,. Let jy : By--? A, be the inclusion mapping. 
Then ([Uyer iy(B,)]; i, o jy)yer is a free 21:-product of {ByiY E F}. 
Pro of. Suppose first that IFI <£X and By E 5"'(21:) for all y E r. By 
the uniqueness of free 21:-products, it can be assumed that A is obtained 
by the construction given in the proof of 3.5. Then there is a A. E A such 
that F= r). and B, = B,;. for all y E r. Moreover, jy = kw. in the notation 
of 3.5, so that i, o j, = i, o k,;. = gy o iy;.· Thus 
[ Uyeriy(B,)] = [U,erY;.(iy;.(B,))] = g;.([Uyeriy,.(By)]) = g~,(B;.). 
Since g;. is one-to-one and (B;.; i,;.)yer;. is a free 21:-product of {By;.IY E r,.}, 
the assertion of the corollary is proved in this case. Now let rand {By I y E F} 
be arbitrary. Let (B; h.),er be a free 21:-product of this set. Then there is 
a unique homomorphism g of B into A satisfying g o hy = iy o jy for all 
y E r. Clearly, g(B) = [ Uyer iy(By) ]. Moreover, by the result just established 
and the uniqueness of free 21:-products, g is one-to-one on every subset of 
B which is of the form [U6eLl h6(06 )], where IL11<£X and 0 6 E Sa(B6 ). By 
the proof of 3.5, these exhaust B: Hence, g is one-to-one. 
University of Washington 
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